The TMC Charitable Foundation Gratitude Report is a collection of appreciative expressions to our donors, partners and volunteers. Truman Medical Centers simply could not fulfill its important, hope-filled mission without your compassionate and generous giving.

Your support makes possible the vital care and wellness programs that make for a vibrant community. This is the enduring benefit of your stewardship: in caring for this generation, the promises of a healthier and stronger generation will be fulfilled. Thank you.

Enduring Benefits:

*Caring Today for Healthy Tomorrows*

Generous donors like you are integral to TMC’s mission and the health and wellness of our community. Individual, corporate and foundation gifts are the genesis of innovation in healthcare, technology, and services for our patients.

As you turn the pages of our Gratitude Report, please look for this symbol, a sign of the countless enduring benefits perpetuated by your kindness and generosity.
Dear Friends,

One of the privileges of my position as Chair of the TMC Charitable Foundation Board is to reflect on the many ways our charitable giving has led to improved health for people in our community. It is rewarding and deeply humbling to know our giving helps bring health and hope to others.

This year, your giving inspired a successful Better Health for a Better Life campaign. Jim Dawson, who retired in June as Executive Director of the Charitable Foundation, provided exemplary leadership in this endeavor. Together, we raised more than $10.5 million for much needed improvements and acquisitions you’ll read about in this Gratitude Report.

This achievement, in addition to our donors’ generous gifts to other patient-centered programs, show how your giving helps to transform the health and wellness of our community. Your contributions sustain Truman Medical Centers’ unique culture of caring — one that honors the dignity of all people and provides the best quality of care, regardless of one’s ability to pay.

In late June, we welcomed Karlyn Wilkins as the Charitable Foundation’s new Executive Director. Karlyn’s leadership and commitment to our mission will serve us well in our quest to provide the very best care to our patients.

On behalf of everyone at TMC, I extend my sincerest thanks to you for sharing in our mission.

Sincerely,

Douglas Y. Curran
2013-2014 Board Chair
TMC Charitable Foundation

---

Dear Friends,

The TMC Charitable Foundation has many reasons to celebrate 2013. Most important is our compassionate supporters who help TMC patients have the very best medical care.

We are grateful for a successful capital campaign and the much-needed services that have come from this generosity. In this New Year, we hope you will continue to walk beside us.

Your support truly makes a difference in the lives of our patients, especially those who otherwise may not have healthcare options. We take this responsibility seriously, and with your help, TMC will continue providing the caliber of care that we want for ourselves and our loved ones.

After all, it is through our caring for this generation that the promises of a healthier and stronger generation will be fulfilled. These are the enduring benefits that come from your support of Truman Medical Centers – caring today for healthy tomorrows.

Thanks for all you do on behalf of our patients and community.

Warm regards,

Karlyn Wilkins
Executive Director
TMC Charitable Foundation
Giving Highlights

The impressive numbers below highlight some of the TMC’s greatest successes of the past year, but these numbers only tell part of our story. To learn more about how TMC is Caring Today for Healthy Tomorrows, we welcome you to peruse the pages of this Gratitude Report, visit TMCGiving.org, or even better: join us for a personal visit and tour of one of our campuses.

$7,500,000+
Generous contributions and revenue received by the TMC Charitable Foundation (TMCCF) between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013 total more than $7.5 million.

Vital
The United Way of Greater Kansas City awarded $171,000 to TMC’s outpatient clinics. This vital funding ensures quality care to uninsured or underinsured patients, and is the third award in this three-year grant.

$5,000,000
Contributions distributed to Truman Medical Centers in FY2013 by the TMC Charitable Foundation to support our mission.

1,000+
Number of generous donors contributing to TMC in 2013, which includes more than 900 individuals, 53 foundations, and 90 corporations.

Generous
The TMC Hospital Auxiliaries continued their dedication to TMC’s mission with generous funding for a variety of projects. The Hospital Hill Auxiliary’s contributions made possible the renovation of the family surgery waiting area. The Lakewood Auxiliary generously supported a state-of-the-art dental mobile to serve children in Independence, Missouri, schools.

1st
With a transformational gift of $2.3 million from the R.A. Bloch Cancer Foundation, The Richard and Annette Bloch Cancer Center at Truman Medical Center will be the first cancer care center to bear the Bloch family name in Kansas City, Missouri. The gift makes possible a state-of-the-art expansion of the oncology center at TMC Hospital Hill and demonstrates the family’s continued investment in research and cancer care on both sides of the state line.

Dedicated
The Health Care Foundation of Greater Kansas City dedicated $100,000 to TMC’s breastfeeding support network and Healthy Harvest Mobile Market.

$1,900,000
In April, the TMC Charitable Foundation met a landmark community challenge from the J.E. and L.E. Mabee Foundation by raising more than $7.4 million in its Better Health for a Better Life campaign. In turn, the Tulsa-based foundation contributed $1.9 million to the campaign project.

1,300+
TMCCF Signature Events collectively hosted more than 1,300 guests. While generating vital funds for TMC, these events engage volunteers and raise awareness of TMC’s positive impact in our community.
The TMC Charitable Foundation's mission is to transform the health and wellness of our community through philanthropy by raising funds and friends for the benefit of Truman Medical Centers.

### Charitable Contributions and Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cash Contributions</td>
<td>$5,800,000</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pledge Contributions</td>
<td>$3,700,000</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>$330,101</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investment Income</td>
<td>$720,000</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Events</td>
<td>$471,420</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$11,021,521</strong></td>
<td><strong>53%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grants to TMC</td>
<td>$5,200,000</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property gifted to TMC</td>
<td>$3,095,000</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>$1,200,000</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events and Fundraising</td>
<td>$226,422</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td>$225,062</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$9,946,484</strong></td>
<td><strong>53%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TMC’s greatest advocates rallied when a landmark challenge grant of nearly $2 million was awarded from the J.E. and L.E. Mabee Foundation in April 2012. The Better Health for a Better Life campaign was launched and a kind and caring community was enlisted to help TMC achieve a $10.5 million fundraising goal in eighteen months.

Our Mission: Accomplished!

The generous gifts of these donors are now making possible much-needed hospital renovations, healthcare services, and life-saving equipment to ensure the best quality care to TMC patients.

Campaign projects include:

- the relocation and expansion of the oncology center at Hospital Hill which will be known as the Richard and Annette Bloch Cancer Center at TMC;
- the renovation of the Family Surgery Waiting Area at Hospital Hill;
- a Dental Mobile to serve school children in the Independence School District;
- state-of-the-art medical equipment upgrades and replacements;
- vital patient programs, staffing, and endowment for the Oncology Center.

The Richard and Annette Bloch Cancer Center at Truman Medical Center

A $2.3 million gift by the R.A. Bloch Cancer Foundation is bringing to life the first cancer care center to bear the Bloch name in Kansas City, Missouri, demonstrating the family’s continued investment in research and cancer care on both sides of the state line.

The Richard and Annette Bloch Cancer Center at Truman Medical Center will focus on state-of-the-art care, comfort, safety, and a healing environment for patients and their families. At nearly 17,000 sq. ft., the new center will be more than triple the size of the current unit at TMC.

The new center will feature a welcome area, ten dedicated exam rooms, a procedure room, and 16 chemotherapy infusion rooms with comfortable recliners and amenities.

For greater patient convenience, the center will include an on-site pharmacy and nurse navigator staff to help address patients’ ongoing medical and home-life needs, as well as a special “boutique” for wigs and prosthetics.
“My goal in life is to make a difference in people's lives. I'm so happy to be a part of the wonderful care given to cancer patients at Truman Medical Centers.”

- Annette Bloch

“This is a momentous event for TMC and for cancer care in the Kansas City Metro area. The R.A. Bloch Cancer Foundation gift is another spark in the collaboration that exists among 15 hospital and research organizations throughout the region and spurs advancement of all of the member organizations of the Midwest Cancer Alliance.”

- TMC President/CEO John W. Bluford

“None of this could have happened without the generous support of our donors and especially the R.A. Bloch Cancer Foundation, the Hall Family Foundation and the J. E. and L. E. Mabee Foundation.”

- Thomas Holcom, Cancer Center Capital Campaign Co-Chair

“The nearly $6 million cancer center expansion has been funded entirely by philanthropic support arranged through the TMC Charitable Foundation and the benefit to the organization, our community, and our patients is immeasurable.”

- Mark Thornhill, Cancer Center Capital Campaign Co-Chair
Fashion For A Cause 2013

A Benefit for Women's Oncology Care at TMC


Ready-to-wear and couture fashions from ten local retailers adorned the runway, with noted Kansas Citians and more than 40 teens in our community taking part in the fashion show.

Chairs David Embry and Amy Embry with Honorary Chairs Paul Black and Julie Cheslik.
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Kelly Nulan wearing a Nolte's gown.
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WOMEN’S HEALTH AT TMC

Truman Medical Center is dedicated to providing the most advanced health care for women at every stage of life. Thankfully, our giving community is equally dedicated, with individuals, foundations, and corporate partners generously sharing resources that empower women as advocates for their own health as well as their families.
This year Fashion For A Cause surpassed the million dollar mark in total funds raised for TMC’s Women’s Health Services, with 2013 proceeds advancing the expansion and relocation of a new state-of-the-art oncology center at TMC Hospital Hill.
**Golf Baby Golf!**

*A Benefit for the Lakewood Family Birthplace*

More than $123,000 was raised at this year’s sold-out Golf Baby Golf! tournament to advance the neonatal nursery to Level II designation. This level of care is given to babies born at 32 weeks gestational age or greater and for full-term babies who need close monitoring for health issues related to prematurity, such as jaundice, trouble eating, or staying warm.

Charlie Shields (center) greets each team on the 18th hole.

Golf Baby Golf! tournament chairs Paul Broome and Greg Finke.

Golf Baby Golf sponsors David Seaver and Bob Glaser lead the cart caravan.

Team Deffenbaugh – a longtime supporter of Golf Baby Golf!

The skirt hole.

**LAKEWOOD FAMILY BIRTHPLACE**

Gentle lullabies fill the air at Truman Medical Center Lakewood these days – in fact, our patients, staff, and visitors have rejoiced in hearing more than 1,400 lullabies in FY13. That’s because the joyful music can be heard throughout the hospital whenever a baby is born.

With generous support from Golf Baby Golf! and other grants and contributions, the Lakewood Family Birthplace continues to provide extraordinary care to babies and the families who love them.
Benefit at the Bristol

A Benefit for TMC Behavioral Health Programs

For 17 years, Benefit at the Bristol has been celebrated as the best cocktail party in town – and a meaningful way to support TMC Behavioral Health programs. In October 2012, Chairs Ann and John Sundeen and Honorary Chairs Janet and Ron Reimer welcomed more than 300 friends of TMC to the Bristol Seafood Grill in Leawood. Kansas City Chiefs legend Will Shields and his wife, Senia, a longtime mental health advocate, were special guests.

With the November 2012 presidential election around the corner, the event was infused with a spirit of Americana, complete with Harry S Truman and Old Glory bunting. More than $140,000 was raised for the education, licensure, and professional development of TMC Behavioral Health staff to ensure the most advanced level of patient care.

Because our community has a heart for people with mental health needs, TMC Charitable Foundation connects individual donors, foundations, as well as corporate partners to TMC Behavioral Health, a leading provider of mental health and substance abuse treatment services.

This generous funding ensures comprehensive behavioral health care to more than 16,000 patients each year, including occupational health, medication management, substance abuse treatment, rehabilitation and employment services.

JENNIFER’S STORY: Financial education leads to brighter future

For years, Jennifer Nugent has lived with the challenges of mental illness. The bright, articulate, and humble woman shared a poignant account of her life’s journey, especially as it related to her economic security.

Jennifer, who is also an employee of TMC Behavioral Health, had no real sense of how to manage her finances or plan for a secure future. After enrolling in the Making Your Money Work for You! Class at TMC’s Corporate Academy, Jennifer’s methodical plan and inspiring determination paid off. In a few months, Jennifer put a budget in place, paid off debt, and began saving. For the first time, she feels confident, secure, and in control of her future.

“The support and knowledge I gained was priceless! I am so very grateful to share my story and to encourage others.”
The Touchstone Society honors lifetime giving by individuals, businesses, foundations and organizations to the Truman Medical Center Charitable Foundation. Every Society member has generously provided cumulative cash gifts of $25,000 or more.
Better Health for a Better Life Donors

ATK Alliant Techsystems Inc
Anonymous
R. A. Bloch Cancer Foundation
Marion and Henry Bloch Family Foundation
Loretta Britton, M.D.
Beverly and Robert Brooks
Cerner Corporation
Jean and Carl Chinnery
Michele Chollet
Cindy B. Circo
Community of Christ
Terri and Douglas Curran
DST Systems, Inc.
Rhesa and John Dane, D.D.S.
Kathy and Jim Dawson
Carol J. DeFeo
Marcos DeLeon
Michelle and Peter deSilva
Gary Dickinson Family Charitable Foundation
Catherine Disch
Lynda Donegan
Dmeter and Sharon Dragovich
Dreiseszun Family Foundation
Edward Dullenty
Nancy Dunoff
Peggy and Terry Dunn
J.E. Dunn Construction Company
ECCO Select
FMH Benefit Services
Sue and Joseph Fahey
Faultless Linen
Elaine Feld-Stern Charitable Trust
David Fenley
Julie and Robert Fisher
Carolyn and David Fulk
William M. George
Betsy and Bob Green
Victor Speas Foundation
John W. & Effie E. Speas Memorial Trust
Spencer, Fane, Britt and Browne LLP
Sprint Foundation
State Street
Ginni and Mark Steele
Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP
Strauss Family Endowment
Stryker Orthopaedics
Christine Sullivan
Ann and John Sundeen, Jr.
The Sunderland Foundation
Superior Bowen Asphalt Co.
Edward F. Swinney Foundation
SYNTHES
Tension Corporation
Ten-Ten Foundation
Maria Donigan and Mark Thornhill
TMC Behavioral Health Network
TMC Hospital Hill Auxiliary
TMC Lakewood Auxiliary
TMC Medical-Dental Staff
TMC WIC - Women Infants & Children Nutrition Program
The Trustmark Foundation
Julie and Gerard Grimaldi
Hall Family Foundation
Sandra and Gerald Handley
Diane Harper
Hartley Family Foundation
The Hearst Foundation, Inc.
Richard K. Hedges
Karen and Henry Herrmann
Robert and Betty Hertzog
Laura R. Hockaday
Thomas and Denise Holcomb
Husch Blackwell LLP
Allen and Sue Johnson
Harry S. Jonas
William T. Kemper Foundation
Konrath
Konrath Family Foundation
Lathrop & Gage, LLP
Mary Ann and Brett Lewis
Lockton Companies, LLC
Jacob and Ella Loose Foundation
John Lumelleau
Willard and Jane Lynch
MMC Contractors National, Inc.
The J. E. and L. E. Mabee Foundation, Inc.
Albert and Sandra Mauro
Kenneth and Cindy McClain
Laurie and Dennis McCormack
The McGee Foundation
Joy and Mark McPhee, M.D.
MedTrak Services
Menorah Legacy Foundation
Suzanne Meyer
Mistler Family Foundation
Sara S. Morgan
Eric Negrete
Margaret and Dennis O’Leary
Oppensteins Brothers Foundation
P1 Group
Charles & Pam Peffer
Craig & Linna Place
Polsinelli
Prime Health Foundation
Page and Bruce Reed
J.B. Reynolds Foundation
Toni and Philip Sanders
Victor and Caroline E. Schutte Foundation
Jeffrey and Helene Slocum
Vicki S. Smith
Sosland Foundation
Sprint Foundation
Jan Stallmeyer
Jarene and Lee Stanford
Ginni and Mark Steele, M.D.
Stewardship Capital, Ltd.
Strauss Family Endowment
Michael & Denise Strohm
The Sunderland Foundation
Tension Corporation
Mary Agnes Thornhill Charitable Fund
Margot A. Thornhill
Mark A. Thornhill and Maria Donigan
Jerome and Nyla Tilzer
TMC Hospital Hill Auxiliary
TMC Lakewood Auxiliary
Truman Heartland Community Foundation
University Physician Associates
Alice and Daniel Waite
Kelly and Peter Walsh
Jerre and Lyle Wiggins
Kearney Wornall Foundation
Youth Advisory Council

*Deceased
Steppingstone Council

Members of the Steppingstone Council are donors making gifts of $5,000 or more to Truman Medical Center Charitable Foundation between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013. In this generous giving each year, Steppingstone Council members help TMC provide the highest levels of health care in our community.

American Cancer Society, K.C. Metro Office
American Heart Association Greater Kansas City Division
American Hospital Association Assurant Employee Benefits
ATK Alliant Techsystems Inc
Baptist-Trinity Lutheran Legacy Foundation
Black Community Fund
Marion and Henry Bloch Family Foundation
The H&R Block Foundation
Blue Cross & Blue Shield of Kansas City Herb and Bonnie Buchbinder
Burns & McDonnell, Inc.
Julie Cheslik and Paul Black Chiefs Children’s Fund
Millie Chisholm
Cintas Document Management Community of Christ
Terri and Douglas Curran DaVita
Kathleen and James Dawson Catherine D. Disch
Maria Donigan and Mark Thornhill Dreiseszun Family Foundation
Benjamin F. and Ruth F. Dreyfoos Memorial Trust
DST Systems, Inc.
Peggy and Terry Dunn R.J. Dutton, Incorporated
Amy and David Embry Elaine Feld-Stern Charitable Trust
FMH Benefit Services J.M. Forrest Charitable Trust Get Your Rear In Gear
Janet and John Gianino Greater Kansas City Building & Construction Trades Council
Greater KC Affiliate of Susan G. Komen for the Cure
Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation HMN Architects
Hall Family Foundation Health Care Foundation of Greater Kansas City
The Hearst Foundation, Inc.
Heart of America Community AIDS Partnership / DIFFA
Karen and Henry Herrmann Tom and Denise Holcom Hunt Family Foundation
Kansas City Chiefs Gladys Kelce Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
William T. Kemper Foundation, Commerce Bank Trustee
Konrath Family Foundation Lathrop & Gage, LLP
Limpus Enterprises, Inc.
Limpus Properties, LLC Lockton Companies, LLC
Jacob and Ella Loose Foundation
The J. E. and L. E. Mabee Foundation, Inc. W. K. McNabney, M.D.
Meritage Portfolio Management Marsha and Leon Morgan Morrison Healthcare Food Services Ogletree Deakins
P1 Group Pioneer Financial Services, Inc.
Power Partners Prime Health Foundation
J.B. Reynolds Foundation Phil and Toni Sanders
Victor and Caroline E. Schutte Foundation Marney and John Sherman
Ralph L. Smith Foundation
Sosland Foundation
Sprint Foundation
State Street
Stewardship Capital, Ltd.
Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP Subway
Ann and John Sundeen, Jr. The Sunderland Foundation
TMC Hospital Hill Auxiliary TMC Lakewood Auxiliary
TMC Medical-Dental Staff
The Trustmark Foundation Union Hill Anesthesia, PC
United Way of Greater Kansas City University Physician Associates
UPA Department of OB/GYN US Bank
The G. W. Van Keppel Company Waddell & Reed Financial, Inc.
Esther L. Wilborne Trust
Kearney Wornall Foundation, UMB Bank, n.a. Trustee
Wound Ostomy & Continence Nurses Society Foundation

MISSION-DRIVEN CARE
Truman Medical Centers leads the way in building a healthy, vibrant community. True to our mission, TMC provides care to all, regardless of one’s ability to pay. TMC provided more than $130 million of care (at-cost) in FY12 to patients without a means to pay for their care.

LEARNING THE BASICS
Generous investments by foundations, including the Dreiseszun Family Foundation and Prime Health Foundation, are ensuring more than 5,000 Independence school children will learn basic oral hygiene on visits to TMC’s dental mobile.

BREASTFEEDING AND BEYOND
Baptist-Trinity Lutheran Legacy Foundation supported TMC’s efforts in educating new moms on the benefits of breastfeeding. This resulted in greater numbers of patients who both initiated breastfeeding and continued after leaving the hospital.

GET YOUR REAR IN GEAR
TMC’s partnership with Get Your Rear In Gear promoted awareness, education, advocacy, screening and prevention of colorectal cancer, including distribution of testing kits and educational materials at several community events.
The Cornerstone Council honors individuals and organizations sharing charitable gifts of $1,000 – $4,999 with Truman Medical Center Charitable Foundation between July 1, 2012 and June 30, 2013. These hope-filled gifts advance TMC’s vital patient programs and services.
Members of the William Volker Heritage Society help to ensure Truman Medical Centers’ future growth by including the TMC Charitable Foundation in their estate plans. William Volker’s philanthropy enhanced hospitals, schools and the Kansas City community in the early 20th century. The TMC Charitable Foundation was established in 1979 through a gift from his estate.
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John P. Borden
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Mary Shaw Branton
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Joan M. Bruderer
Thomas D. Cairns, Jr. Trust
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Joan F. Curran*
Ann L. Darke
Arthur A. Davis, Jr.
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Hope Davis
Marianne Davis
Diane C. Deadwyler
John B. Deadwyler
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Neil T. Douthat
Peggy Dunn
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Charles A. Eddy
Donna Eddy
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Jo Ann S. Field
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Gary T. Goss
Janet Goss
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E. J. Holland
Sharon K. Hunter*
Don Kahan
Thomas W. Kirgis*
Harry E. Kuba*
Sharon Kuba
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David Leonhardt
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Liz Anne McElhaney
Anne McGee
Joseph J. McGee*
John McNally
Pam McNally
Marsha L. Morgan
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Russell J. Ohan
Stanley Patton*
Janet Reimer
Ronald C. Reimer
Fred Rich
Betty Snapp
Terry L. Snapp
Vivian J. Sosland*
Ronald C. Spradley
Aggie Stackhaus
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Ann Sundeen
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Arch W. Wade Trust
Harry C. Wall*
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Paul A. Williams
Charles Wilson*
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Mary Linna Woods
Richard D. Woods

SAVING LIVES THROUGH SAFETY
A generous gift from the Marion and Henry Bloch Family Foundation is enhancing patient safety and care through the purchase of state-of-the-art systems for intravenous medication, ultrasound, fluoroscopy and gastrointestinal procedures.

STEWARDSHIP OF CARE
Dr. Shauna Roberts’ discoveries on Guided Chronic Care were made possible in part by grants from the H & R Block Foundation. In providing resources for extensive actuarial studies, Dr. Roberts’ team is gleaning critical information related to payment reform and the care provided to chronically ill patients.

HEALTHY SMILES
Generous funding provided by Jacob L. and Ella C. Loose Foundation is making possible the purchase of vital dental equipment on TMC’s dental mobile, bringing much needed care and smiles to Independence, Mo., school children.

GIFTS OF VITAL IMPORTANCE
TMC Hospital Hill’s 1300+ cancer patients now have the benefit of two, new state-of-the-art cardiac and vital sign monitors, thanks to the generosity of The McGee Foundation.
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Coventry Health Care of Kansas, Inc.
Richard Curran
Pamela Curry
Rhesa and John Dane
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Michelle and Peter deSilva
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Sharon and Dmeter Dragovich
J.E. Dunn Construction Company
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Drs. Gerald Early and Shauna Roberts
EScan Data Systems Inc
Deborah and Mark Eaveans
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Joe and Sue Fahey
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Julie and Robert Fisher
Sharon Freese-Klepper
William M. George, Jr.
Gerson Family Foundation
Margaret Gibson and David Juang
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Virginia Lady Norfleet
100 Black Men of Greater Kansas City
Lisa Osgood, R.N.
Patdgett Family Foundation, Inc.
Park University
Parmelee Foundation, Inc.
Bertha Payne
Pam and Charles Peffer
Margi and Keith Pence
Mary Kay McPhee and William Pfeiffer
Judith and David Pochatko
REACH Healthcare Foundation
Ronald C. and Janet Reimer
Stephen Reintjes, M.D.
Lawrence Ricci, D.O.
Dr. Ginnelle Ries and Mr. Timothy Ries
Riteway Maintenance & Supply, Inc.
Roadbuilders Machinery and Supply Co., Inc.
Charles Rockwood
Beth E. Rosemergy
Rachael and Nelson Sabates
Sabates Eye Centers
Zachary and Rhonda Shafran
Anne and Michael Sheehan
Brenda and Charles Shields
Helene and Jeffrey Slocum
Vicki S. Smith
Ryan Snyder, M.D.
Vivian & Hymie J.
Sosland Charitable Trust
Mary Lou and Wilber* Spalding, Jr.
Drs. Carol and James Stanford
Sarah Stanton
Ginni and Mark Steele
Strauss Family Endowment
Mike and Denise Strohm
Christine Sullivan, M.D.
Summit Bank of Kansas City
Summit Heavy Equipment
Team Office LLC
Mary Agnes Thornhill Charitable Fund
Jerome Tilzer
TMC Department of Pathology
Sally Tranin
Truman Heartland Community Foundation
Truman Medical Center Lakewood
Oscar and Ratana Tshibanda
Tutera Investments, LLC
UMB Bank
UMKC City School of Medicine
Susan and Daniel Van Petten
Visitation Church
The Wally Foundation, Inc.
Ellen J. Westdorp, M.D.
The Westport Fund
Joy Wheeler
Lynette and Edward Wheeler
White & Associates
Pamela and Dan Williams
Drs. Roger and Evelyn Williams
Joseph Witham
Henry E. Wurst Family Foundation
Zona Rosa Community Foundation

PARTNERS IN TRANSFORMATIONAL CARE
Guided Chronic Care is an innovative means of strengthening patient health through a care team that supports them in positive behavioral changes. The Healthcare Foundation of Greater Kansas City is a generous supporter and advocate of TMC’s efforts to improve community health, especially those faced with significant physical, social, mental, emotional, and environmental challenges.
NAVIGATING TO A HOPE-FILLED FUTURE
Charitable gifts from the American Cancer Society, Susan G. Komen for the Cure Greater Kansas City, and other generous donors make possible the life-giving care provided by TMC Nurse Navigators to patients with cancer or other serious illnesses. The Nurse Navigators go above-and-beyond as they help patients navigate a complex health system. They arrange rides to chemotherapy treatments, provide support group information, help with wig fittings, or simply listen to anxious patients.

Malinda and John Bell  
Mary Beth and Thomas Butch  
Richard E. Butin  
Dennis E. Chinnock, M.D.  
Michele Chollet  
B. K. Christopher  
Todd Clayman  
Cosentino’s Price Chopper, gift in kind  
Virginia Crimmings  
Dr. and Mrs. David Dahl  
Drew Davies  
Sonja Dicken  
Wendy and Joseph Dietrick, C.R.N.A.  
Brian Divelbiss  
Niki Donawa  
Deborah Dooley  
Marcia Duke  
Judy Duxbury  
Pamela Estep  
Sally Firestone Foundation  
Frances G. Foerschler  
Anne Gall  
Stephen Gray  
Great Plains Surgical  
Mary Ann Hale  
Lori Beth Hamline  
Amy Hart  
Suzanne and Helmut Haug  
Richard and Phyllis Hedges  
Janet Hessell  
Mark Hickman  
Allan Howell  
Merrily Jackson  
Jim and Sally Jenkins  
Marcia Johnson  
Lydia A. Jones and G. David Porter  
Catherine and Robert Jones  
Jones Lang LaSalle  
Debra Joyce  
Jerry and Joy Kaplan  
Randall J. Kelly  
Kathy Kinder  
Nina King  
Shari Kretzschmer  
Missy and Edward Kuklenski  
Theresa Lambrecht  
Patricia and Jim Law  
Rebecca and Craig Leonard  
Cynthia Line  
Willard R. and Jane M. Lynch  
Michael and Belinda Manalo  
Jennifer Mangan  
Judith McCannon  
Mary McPherson  
Lisa and Scott McWilliams  
Jeannine and Larry Midgett  
Amy Mooney  
Laura Moore  
Nan and Richardson Noback  
North Kansas City Iron & Metal  
Deven Patel  
Jose Patino  
Danielle Pembroke  
Jeanette Prenger  
Margo Quiriconi  
Kirby Randolph  
Susan Ray  
ReDiscover  
Kimberlee Ried  
Deanna Riley  
Mark Roberts  
Jose Rodriguez  
Lanny and Ann Rosenwasser  
Frank P. Sebree II  
Kara Settles and Jeffrey Joyce  
Meredith Shelnier  
Susan Sight  
Janet and Richard Simpson  
Cindy and David Sitomer  
Paul Sokoloff  
Gwen Sprague  
Stress Technologies  
Ray Stuart  
Mike Sullivan  
Dawn Sutton  
Chad Ulloa  
Roy Vance  
Kathleen and Eugene Vandenboom III  
Victoria Vlach, M.D.  
David Weigand  
Bryon Weisz  
Judy Williams  
Mark D. Williams  
Joanne and Raleigh Wilson  
Mary Wisdom  
Richard D. Woods  
Youth Advisory Council  
Alice L. Zollar

$100 to $249  
Kathy and Todd Achelpohl  
Nola Adebo  
Florence Adegoke  
Megan Akason  

$250 to $499  
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FRESH WAYS TO BETTER HEALTH
The Healthy Harvest Markets and Healthy Harvest Mobile Market are supported by Blue Cross Blue Shield of Kansas City and the Healthcare Foundation of Greater Kansas City. These funders help TMC bring fresh fruits and vegetables to lunch boxes and dinner tables of neighboring families, as well as hundreds of TMC staff that frequent the markets.

Sheila M. Alton
American Century Investments
Sue and William Anderson
Chris Anderson
David Armstrong
Eric Ashley
Laurie Austin
Cindy Barber
Aaron Barksdale
Shirley and James Barloon
Catherine Bartholome
Lucena Bartlett
Neil and Debra Bass
Constance and Raymond Beagle, Jr.
Bear & Bear Associates
Emily Berkley
Maureen and William Berkley
Louis Binder
Theresa Bingham
Jeanne Blom
Joyce Bornstein
Stanley N. Brand
Mary Shaw Branton
Demaira Bridges
Aimee Brockman
Mark Brodkey
Rose Bryant
Lillian Buchanan
Catherine and Erik Buck
Camille Burditt
Darlene Burns
Janon and Joseph Cairns
Tracy Carlin
Michael and Berna Sue Casper
Jeanne Cassatt
Madeline and Paul Chapman
Betty Childress
Cindy B. Circo
Lois Clendening
Damon Cluts
Sue Coffman
Mary Elizabeth Colvin
Copaken Family Foundation
Amy Cordell
Jennifer Corey
Christopher Cornue
Melaney Courtice
Kathryn Crawford
Susan Darby
Kathleen Dodd
Drs. Schwartz & Schelkun Associates
Drs. Wendy and David Duchene
George and Nancy Dumoff
Penny Dunning
Deanna Dwyer Diebolt
Mattie Eley
Yolanda Endaya
Esquivel Oral Surgery Inc.
Dale Farrell
Clinton Fields
Susan Fox
Eric Frankel
Elaine Franklin
Mona Gaines
Douglas Geehan
Ann and Doug Ghertner
Donna M. Graesle
Brandi Guetterman
Scott Gum
Tara Gunther
John and Bernice Hamra Foundation
Duane Hanson
Berndette Harrity
Denise Haye
Laura K. Hempstead
Diane Hill
Honeywell Hometown Solutions
Pat Hull
Richard Hutchison
Gretchen Ivy
Katherine Jackson
Frances Jaeger
Socrates C. Jamoulis
David Jenkins, M.D.
Delores J. McCauley Johnson
Sharon Kathrens, N.P.
Mickaela Keeling
John and Ann Kenney
Kathryn A. Knotts
Deseree Krause
Brenda Kumm
Doris Kurth
Christina Lawrence
Sirpa Lawson
Marilyn and Charles Lederer, Jr.
Teresa Lienhop
Eleanor and David Lisbon, Jr.
Barbara Lomeli
Patricia Luther
Judith and Michael Madden
John and Rudena Mallory
Christina Martin
Charles Matney
Charlotte Matthews
Ronald W. McAmis
Judith and Richard McEachen
Jacqueline McKenzie
Robin McLean
Miguel Meneses
Judith and John Miers
Melvina M. Milford
Mistler Family Foundation
Thomas H. Mitchell, Jr.
Lindsay Mittag
Gil L. Mobley
Michelle Morgan
Michael D. Morris
Tironda Mosby
Mary Jane Myers
Robert Nadeau
Virginia Jennings Nadeau
Eric Negrete
Constance and Cornelius Neufeld
Missy and Jim Neville
Betty Nwabuonwu
Shawn Oakland
Oral & Facial Surgery Assoc., P.A.
Painting by Eber
Kathie Panella-Crosby
Alexander N. Pappas
Ann and Gary Patrick
Nancy and Scott Pauls
John Pawsat
Melinda Pendergraft
Amy Peters
Thomas P. Phillips
Connie Pippin
Linna and Craig Place
Barbara and Don Potts
David Prickett
Faith Pugh
Juan M. Rangel, Jr.
Laurie Rockhill
Deanna Ryberg
St. Luke’s Health System
Cynthia and Joseph A Salomone III
Marcus L. Scarbrough
Vicki Schasteen Ross
Robert and Shirley Schlotter
Rosemary G. Schrepfer
Robert Schwab, M.D.
Judy Selzer
Colleen and William Sheets
Rudane Shultz
Bonnie and Michael Silvers
Rhonda Simpkins
Kenneth Siverly
Linda S. Smith
Sharon Snow
Caron Soltau
Robert Sorensen
Kathleen Sparks
Aggie Stackhaus
Jane Stafford
Lee and Jarene Stanford
Mark Stanton
Karen Steele
James Steffen
Carol Stevens
Susanne Stockman
Donna Stokes
Randall Stone
Barbara and Jack Stubber
Kim S. Summers
Thelma Reddick Talley
Steven Tillman
Brandi Todd
Karen Turner
Michelle Twibell
Charles Van Dyke
Andrea Verba
Vigil Air Anesthesia
Harold E. Voss
Alice and Daniel Waite
Carolyn C. Watley
Western Anesthesia Relief
Nancy White
Belinda Whitehead
Jerre and Lyle Wiggins
Karlyn and Harry Wilkins, M.D.
Victoria Williams
Daniel and Eva Williams
Daniel Williams
JoAnn Woods
Robin Wootten
Jo Mettenburg and James Zenk
Chengrong Zhang

$1-$99
Babs Albon
Cecilla Alexander
Angela Allen
Alpers Design Group
Jennifer Alsip
Karen Anderson
Hanif Azim
Deborah Ballew
Elizabeth and David Bamberger
Ada Bankston
Mildred Barbour
Jena Barker
Emilia and Bruce

Barksdale
Julia Barrera
Christine Bartlett
Constance Bates
Jon C. Beaumont
Chantay Bell
John Bellome
Kelly Benscoter
Vanessa Betts
Mindy Beyer
Christine Bly
Joan Boley
Lester H. Bost
Martha Boyd
Melodie Brady
Alicia L. Brautrade
Cynthia Braxton
Mary J. Brenner
Brenda Brewer
Charlotte Church Bronston
Rosiland Brown
Mary Brown
Beverly S. Brown
Valonda Burke
Cindy Burton
Doris Burton
Thomas Button
Emmanuel Cable
Rachel Camp
Lee M. Campbell
Karyn Cang
Stephanie Carlson
Florence Carman
Kimberly Carmichael
Robin Casas
Agnes Caselman
Christine Foo and Douglas Chan

Maureen Chapman
Rhonda Charboneau-Cooper
Sherry E. Choplin
Loralea Clark
Carolyn Clark
Sharleen Clauser
Kirsten Clayton
Sharon Clement
Deidre Coleman
Montoya Collins
Lori Collins
Sandra and Albert Colster
Emily Cope
Copilevitz & Canter, L.L.C.
Deborah Craig
Roy F. Crane
Jan Crockett
Tanya Cundiff
Terri Dady
Kendra Daniels
Cloene Davis
Maria Debo
Steve Degarmo
Cleo Degraffenreid
Maurena Dejanes
Carrie Denham
Leigh Denny
Donald L. Dick
Isabelle Dickens
Bobby Dietzel
Chrisma Domanillo
Elizabeth A. Donnelly
Cassandra Dorsey
Ramona Drafen
Phyllis Holter Dunn
Michelle Dupin
Sarah Effland

101 WAYS TO A HEALTHY COMMUNITY
The Committee of 101 annually hosts the 101 Awards, Kansas City’s Salute to Professional Football. TMC’s Community Health and Wellness outreach benefits from the event, with $175,000 in proceeds advancing healthy lifestyle and nutrition programs for children and families.
Honor Roll of Gifts 2013

Lisa Ehrhardt
Jacquelyn Ellingberg
Robert Ellis
Audron Eubanks
The Little Gallery Frame Shop, gift in kind
Paula Falconer
Juliet Farlin
David Fields
Marshan Fields
Rachel Fikes
Doniesha Finley
Erica Fisher
Barbara Flowers
Kim and Matt Flynn
Erika Foulk
LaShandra L. Fountain
Aaron Fox
Felicia France
Bette J. Friedberg
Carolyn and David Fulk
Norma Funderburk
Karen Garcia
Falisha Garroute
Eric Gaughan
Teresa Gaul Pearson
Suzee Gay
John C. Gilbreth
Joanna Glaze
Terrance Goldston
Laura Gomez-Vega
Lakendra Gordon
Jacklyn Graber
Julie Grant
Tashe Gray
Dorenda Green
Barry Green
Catherine Greenlee
Deborah Grigsby
Ashley Gross
Jodi Gusman
Frances Haas
Eleanor Buzzard Hall
James F. Halling
Melissa Hamilton
Irene Harden
Linda Harmon
Jenna Harper
Andrea Hart
Lori Harvey
Derek Hawkins
Diane Hayes
Arreanna Hayslett-Williams
Brittney Hazley
Beth and Mark Hecker
Susan and Ronald Hendee
Lauren Henderson
Karen Henderson
Bette Henderson

Joe Hennes
Beverly Henry
Michael Henry
Rebecca Hensley-Ward
Joshua Herbert
Celia Hernandez
Loany Herrera-Fagan
Sherrie Herrick
Rebecca Hierholzer
Shani Higgins
Amy Hinze
Cindy Hodges
Steven Hoeger
Rita Hogan
Jennifer Hogan
Carolyn and Steve Holtman
Stephanie Hood
Jeff Howard
Delbertha Huber
Kelly Hughes
Lisa Hughes
Emily Hunt
Emilie and Alexander Jackson
Deborah Jenkins
Glendel Jenkins
Charlotte Jennings
Eric Jepson
Angela Johnson
Glenda Johnson
Michael Johnson
RubyLee Hoy Johnson
Tina Johnson
Sonia Johnson
Latonya Johnson
Marika Jones
Carole S. Jones
Karletta Jordan
Judy Jordan
Janice Kane
Seth Katz
Sandra M. Kennedy
Brynn Kent
Helen Kent
Darla Ketchum
Sam Kinnamon
Connie Kleinbeck
Judy Kliwer
Veronica Knight
Tara Knutsen
Gale Kommer
Sara and Peter Koulen
Ava Krouse
Patricia Kutteles
Janae LaMaster
Jean Lamb
Josephine Lampton
Richard Lang
Martha Lapp

Nakenya Lawrence
Janice Lawrence
Debra Liebig
Shirley A. Little
Linda Lock
Arnita Logan
Andrea Lopez
Sherri Lord
Kimberley Mack
Imber Mack
Kay C. Mackey
Bethany Manning
Fred Manning
Gael Martin
Dionne Martin
John Maschger
Linda McAdams
Sarah McClintock
Amanda McCoy
Joyce McCoy
Beatrice McDaniel
Kevin McDevitt
Marilyn McFarland
Pam McGuire
Jane McKinney
Cynthia McKinnis
Kathleen McLuckie
Mary Jane Meyer
Linda Miller
Mary Miller
LaTonya Mitchell
Shani Mizner
Tiffany Moran
Melissa Morgan
Michell Morgan-Peppers
Sarah Morris
Marcia Morris
Sylvia Morrison
David Morrow
Brian Morse
Nancy Mules
Stephen Mulonzi
Joseph Mulugeta
Iris Murillo
Shihellia Murray
Michael Murray
Joyce Myers
Adriana Navarrete
Nicole Neal
Lindsay Nelson
Dana Nelson
Rebecca Nelson
Nikkel Nisbet
Richard Nobles
Anita Nolan
Rayna Norris
Millie Edwards Nottingham
Betty Lue Offield-Roberts
Pauline Reid Oliver
Geraldine and Donald Orrell
Jennifer Osborne
Brittany Page
Edgar Palacios
Amanda Palaganas
Kiara Palmer
Barbara Panigot
Connie Parker
Jyotsna Patel
Nia Pearson
Jane and Stephen Pello
Nona Perry
Sherry Perry
Anastasia Peterson
Marie Petrich
Sally Phillips
Lachelle Phinney
Cynthia Pleiss
Andrea Price
Edith E. Price
Jennifa Price
Lidia Quiroz
Dale Rahn
Keith Raihala
Shirley Rains
Dolly Ramphal
Madelyn Randle
Stephanie Ransburg
Mary Reed
Charlotte Reed
Page and Bruce Reed
Marie Reese
Leslie Reynolds
Sarah Richmond
George Rishmany
Donna Robertson
Kenneth Robinson
Angela Rodriguez
Jacqueline Rolf
Terrie Roper
Joyce Rose
Pamela Ross
Vicki Ross
Denzil Ross
Vona Rothfusz
Susan Russell
Sarah Sabata
St. Mark’s Catholic Church
Maria Salamoni
Charity Samuel
Karen K. Sanders
Chauntel Sanford
Gloria Schallert
Tarun Scherer
Robert Schneider
Joyce and Willy Schumacher
Karen and Eugene Schumm
Beth Scott
Sylvia Scott
Ursula Scott-Kern
Michele Seals-Clayton
Dennis Sharp
Melissa Shirley
Mary J. Shoop
Dianna Slusher
Elizabeth Smith
Anna Smith
Nancy Smith
Cathy Smith
Karl Snyder
Rose Sortore
Kelly Specht
Austin Speer
LaWanda Spencer
Raymond Stallman
Carol Starner
Nicole Stebbins
Marilyn and Allen Stelljes
Linda and Rod Stelter
Kim Steppe
Patricia Stevens
Terra Stowe
Deanna Streiff
Betty Suber
Eric Sundquist
Adam S. Tanzer
Estella Bailey Tate

Kelly Taylor
Christy Tharp
Melinda Thomas
Daniel Thompson
Sarah Thompson
Valerie Thornton
Courtney Thurston
Brandy Tillman
Michelle Toliver
Lucy Torres
Lisa Tosteveln
Barbara Tows
Ruth and Eugene Trice
Patricia True
Stacy Truitt
Kellie Tubbs
Terry Tutor
Lynne Tyrrell
Geraldine L. Uhlfelder
Crystal Vaden-Neustadt
Barbara Vaughan
Marc Walker
Maxine Walker
Brooke Wangwe
Kim Warren
Charlene Washington-Curry
Jennifer Waterman
Donna A. Waters
Kim Weinberger
Jane Wernitz
Saundra White
Rebecca Wilcox
Kyra Williams
Renita Williams
Arnita and Dallas Winders
Carol Winn
Tisha Wood
Mary R. Wood
LeeEita Edwards Woods
Marcus Wright
Patricia Wyatt
Diana Younce
Kathy Zollmann
The Altruist Society recognizes those TMC-affiliated physicians who support Truman Medical Centers through their personal philanthropy. The Society includes current and former TMC physicians, as well as those who did their residency at TMC or were affiliated through the UMKC School of Medicine. Current TMC physicians are denoted with an asterisk (*). The Society was formed in 2011.

Natasha Acosta *  
Sheila M. Alton  
David M. Bamberger *  
Aaron Barksdale  
James H. Barloon  
McPherson S. Beall  
Malinda H. Bell  
Mark Bernhardt *  
Louis Binder  
Paul C. Brown  
Richard E. Butin *  
Dennis E. Chinnock *  
Valerie E. Chow *  
Akin Cil *  
David Dahl *  
John N. Dane *  
John S. Dykstra *  
Gerald L. Early *  
John Gianino *  
Donna M. Graessle  
Matthew C. Gratton *  
R. S. Griffith *  
Diane Harper *  
Sara A. Hicks  
Rebecca Hierholzer  
Kent A. Huston *  
Socrates C. Jamoulis *  
William H. Jennings *  
Harry S. Jonas  
Kathy Kinder *  
Jason Koreckij  
Charles M. Lederer  
Barbara Lomeli  
Michael L. Madden  
Chris J. Maeda  
Ronald W. McAmis *  
W. K. McNabney  
Richardson K. Noback  
Michael O’Dell *  
Scott W. Pauls  
Thomas P. Phillips *  
Larry W. Piebenga  
David J. Pochatko  
David Prickett  
Stephen Reintjes *  
R. R. Reynolds *  
Lawrence R. Ricci *  
Ginnelle Ries *  
Shauna R. Roberts *  
Beth E. Rosemergey *  
Nelson R. Sabates *  
Felix N. Sabates  
Joseph A. Salomone  
Marcus Scarbrough  
Joel Schroeder  
Robert A. Schwab  
Kara L. Settles *  
Michael B. Sheehan *  
L. M. Silvers *  
Ryan R. Snyder  
Wilber B. Spalding  
Carol Stanford *  
Mark T. Steele *  
James E. Steffen *  
Randall Stone  
Christine Sullivan +  
Adam S. Tanzer  
Eugene H. Vandenboom  
Victoria Vlach *  
Ellen J. Westdorp  
Joseph W. Witham *
The Isabella Brandon Society was established in 2012 to recognize those nurses affiliated with Truman Medical Centers who give philanthropically to the TMC Charitable Foundation. Members noted with an asterisk (*) represent graduates of the General Hospitals Schools of Nursing. The first graduate of the original school was Isabella Brandon in 1895.

Jennifer Alsup
Karen Anderson
Anonymous
Cindy Barber
Mildred Barbour *
Catherine Bartholome
Theresa Bingham
Joan Boley *
Charlotte Bronston *
Mary A. Brown
Lillian Buchanan
Darlene K. Burns
Doris Burton *
Kimberly Carmichael
Agnes Caselman
Betty Childress
Todd Clayman
Hope Y. Davis
Isabelle Dickens *
Lynda Donegan
Edward Dullenty
Penny Dunning
Judy Duxbury
Yolli Endaya
Karen Garcia
Raquel Garcia
Suzee Gay
Brandi Guetterman
Eleanor Hall *
Lori Beth Hamline
Linda Harmon
Beverly Henry *
Janet Hessell
Pat Hull
Kathryn Jaynes
Deborah Jenkins
Charlotte Jennings *
Eric Jepson
Ruby Lee Johnson *
Delores J. Johnson *
Carole S. Jones
Carolyn L. Jones
Janice Kane
Nina King
Judy Kliewer *
Deseree Krause
Shari Kretzschmer
Doris Kurth *
Mary J. Lamb
Martha Lapp *
Patricia Law
Debra Liebig
Teresa Lienhop
Tina Lindig
Susan Lininger
Shirley A. Little
Kathleen C. Lorfing
Patricia Luther
Judith McCannon
Pam McGuire
Mary Jane Meyer
Sylvia Morrison *
Nicole Neal
Rebecca Nelson
Betty Lue Offield-Roberts
Pauline Oliver *
Lisa Osgood
Barbara Panigot
Connie Parker
Jose A. Patino
Bertha Payne *
Amy Peters
Cheryl L. Pils
Cynthia Pleiss
Faith Pugh
Shirley Rains *
Charlotte Reed *
Vicki Ross
Regina Rosser
Susan Russell
Maria Salamoni
Vicki Schasteen Ross
Sylvia Scott
Judy Selzer *
Colleen Sheets *
Meredith Shellner
Linda S. Smith
Robert Sorensen
Kathleen Sparks
Susanne Stockman
Dawn Sutton
Thelma Talley *
Estella Tate *
Daniel Thompson
Sarah Thompson
Barbara Towse *
Terry Tuter
Lisa Walter
Lynette Wheeler
LeeEttia Woods *
JoAnn Woods
Robin Wootten
Patricia Wyatt *

ALTRUIST SOCIETY
Physicians in TMC’s Altruist Society contributed charitable gifts of $73,915 in FY13 in support of Truman Medical Centers.

ISABELLA BRANDON SOCIETY
TMC nurses this year launched the Isabella Brandon Society as a means of recognizing charitable gifts to TMC. Nurses were encouraged to support fellow nurses in attainment of their BSN degrees through the Nursing Excellence in Education Fund. Six scholarships were provided through this generosity.
Memorials & Tributes

IN MEMORY OF

Nina Adams
by Anonymous
by Sandra and Albert Colster
by Geraldine and Donald Orrell
by Marilyn and Allen Stelljes

Lynda Frost
by Western Anesthesia Relief

Dan Mayo
by Deborah Dooley

Lee M. Steinberg
by Carole J. Jones

Sadie & Carl Voss
by Harold E. Voss

Mildred M. Wilson
by Joanne and Raleigh Wilson

IN HONOR OF

Eliot A. Berkley
by Emily Berkley

James D. Dawson
by Laura R. Hockaday
by RJ Dutton, Inc.

Catherine D. Disch
by Neil and Debra Bass
by Thomas Button
by Michael and Berna Sue Casper
by Susan Fox
by Amy Hart
by Denise Haye
by Beth and Mark Hecker
by Queen E. Hill
by Carolyn and Steve Holtman
by Patricia and Jim Law
by Sirpa Lawson
by Gael Martin
by Melvina M. Milford
by Robert and Shirley Schlotter

Carolyn and David M. Fulk
by Marcia Duke

Lois Hopson
by Bertha Payne

Harriett Levy
by Geraldine L. Uhlfelder

Robyne Stevenson
by Bertha Payne

A PROUD DOLLAR GOES A LONG WAY AT TMC.

Who says a dollar doesn’t buy much these days?
A Proud dollar goes a long way at TMC.

One of this year’s Proud to be Truman employee-funded projects has a lofty title – Integrated Healing and Trauma Informed Environment of Care – but a simple purpose: creating environments that bring calm, comfort and recovery to our patients, while promoting safety and collaboration among staff.

The project included enhanced room number signage to help orient our patients; a sound system that plays low-volume, relaxing music; two multi-sensory furnished rooms to promote gentle stimulation of sight, touch, smell and emotion; and weighted blankets that bring comfort and therapeutic containment for patients experiencing trauma.

These are just a few ways our nurses, physicians and staff share their TMC Pride and dedication through charitable giving.

TRUPARTNERS HELP TMC LEAD THE WAY

TruPartners are the many businesses that generously support the mission of TMC through philanthropy, funding vital patient programs and equipment. TMC’s TruPartners of the Year in 2013 are MedTrak, Polsinelli, and FMH Benefit Services.

MedTrak CEO Larkin O’Keefe with TMC CEO John Bluford.
Truman Medical Centers Leadership FY13

Current Leadership and Staff
As of January 2014

TMC Leadership Team
John W. Bluford III
President and
Chief Executive Officer

Mitz Cardenas
Sr. Vice President,
Strategy, Business
Development and
Performance Integration

William H. Colby, JD
General Counsel

Marcos DeLeon
Vice President,
Community Engagement

Niki Donawa
Chief Community
Relations Officer

Lynda Donegan
Vice President,
Professional Health Services

Gerard J. Grimaldi
Vice President, Health Policy and Government Relations

Dmter Dragovich
Vice President,
Practice Management

Al Johnson
Chief Financial Officer

Mark McPhee, M.D.
Executive Vice President,
Clinical Coordination

Marsha Morgan
Chief Operating Officer,
Behavioral Health

Shauna R. Roberts, M.D., C.P.E.
Corporate Quality Medical Director

Charlie Shields
Chief Operating Officer,
TMC Lakewood

Ron Finke
Dan Gerson
Bud Hertzog, D.V.M.
Don Kahan
Patt Lawlor, Au.D.
Harlan Limpus
Lauren McClain
Molly Nail
Barbara Potts
Don Potts, M.D.
Diane Seif
Rick Viar
Dan Waite, D.D.S., Emeritus

Vicki Smith
Vice President/Public Relations and Marketing

Mark Steele, M.D.
Chief Medical Officer

Lynette Wheeler
Chief Nursing Officer

Karlyn Wilkins
Executive Director,
TMC Charitable Foundation

Barbara Zubeck
Internal Audit/Compliance Officer

TMC Charitable Foundation Staff
Karlyn B. Wilkins
Executive Director

Kim Flynn
Grant Writer

Mark Donovan
Neil T. Douthat
Betty M. Drees, M.D.
Edward Dullenty
Peggy Dunn*
Mike Enos
John W. Gianino, M.D.
Matthew C. Gratton, M.D.
Jon R. Gray
Paul P. Holewinski
Sarah Ingram-Eiser
Peter S. Levi
Marvin Lyman
Leo Morton
Michael Ofokansi
Dennis S. O’Leary, M.D.
Charles W. Peffer*
Juan M. Rangel, Jr.*
Philip B. Richter
Dred Scott
Mark T. Steele, M.D.
Jerome S. Tilzer
Reverend Eric D. Williams

*Board Officer

TMC Charitable Foundation
Board of Directors
Douglas Y. Curran, Chair
Michelle deSilva, Vice Chair
Peter Walsh, Secretary
Carolyn Watley, Treasurer
Paul Black
John W. Bluford
Loretta Britton, M.D.
Carl Chinnery
Valerie Chow, M.D.
David Embry
Dave Fenley
Jo Ann Field
Deborah Knight
Brett Lewis
Al Mauro
Laurie McCormack
Marge Moran
Jeanette Prenger
Nelson Sabates, M.D.
Jerre Wiggans

TMC Charitable Foundation
Directors Emeriti
Donald Alexander
Rose Bryant
Neil T. Douthat
Peggy Dunn
Thomas Holcom
James B. Nutter
Gertrude Oliver
Ronald C. Reimer
Joan C. Runnion
Frank Sebree II
Morton Soslund
Ron Spradley
Mark Thornhill
John Wurst
Joy Wheeler

TMC Lakewood
Philanthropy Board
Paul Broome
Carl Chinnery
Valerie Chow, M.D.

TMC Board of Directors
Paul M. Black*
John W. Bluford
Robert A. Brooks, III*
Sarah Ruiz Chavez
Michele Chollet
Cindy Circo
Rita Cortes

TMC Charitable Foundation
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We welcome guests for a tour of any of the TMC campuses. Please call 816.404.3430 to schedule.

An estate gift to TMC Charitable Foundation is a lasting legacy of your kindness and generosity.